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H e re ’s W h a t H a p p e n e d In the Past
By DON WESTON
Grizzly Timer Moses guards
Bobcat Ray Kuka in the layout
at the left, as he will in tonight’s
game. The battle will open the
39th Montana-Montana State bas
ketball series.
The game has changed consider
ably since the first meeting in
1905, but not the spirit of GrizzlyBobcat cage rivalry. Incidentally,
MSC won that 1905 series, taking
the Grizzlies 53 to 10 in Bozeman
and 39 to 32 in Missoula.
Montana State also holds the
edge in all-time games won. The
Cats have 70 Grizzly hides resting
in Bozeman, the University has
won but 43 of the games.
In the early vdays the Bozeman
ites had things all their own way.

It was not until 1913 that the Griz
zlies won a basketball game from
the State college. M o n t a n a
clinched the state title for the first
time in 1918, winning three of the
four-game series. The Grizzlies
won the title again in 1921 and
repeated in 1922.
The Cats rolled over the Univer
sity during 1923 and ’24. Montana
split the 1925 series, but that was
the last time the Grizzlies tasted
victory for five years.
Paced by the fabulous “ Golden
Bobcats,” Montana State set a
record of nine straight wins over
the University. The Grizzlies
snapped the string in 1931 with
one game salvaged from the series.
Montana, however, did not re
capture the state title until 1934.

It was that year the Grizzlies
managed their first four-game
sweep of the Aggies.
The Cats took the state title
again in 1935, 1936 and 1937.
“ Jiggs” Dahlberg took the reins
of Grizzly basketball in 1937, and
MSU fortunes took a turn for the
better.
t Under “ Jiggs,” Montana has
won 17 while losing 13 to the
Cats. His “ Silvertip” teams of
1939, 1940, 1941 and 1942 estab
lished the longest winning streak
in the series,—12 straight.
The University wore the state
crown in 1939, 1940, 1941, and tied
for it in 1942. “ Jiggs” donned a
uniform before the 1943 season
started and the war-weakened
(please see page fou r)
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grizzlies. Bobcats Open Series
Benefit Dance
W iU End
Polio Drive
University students and visiting
Bozemanites w ill “ dance so they
can walk” tonight in the Student
Union building at the March of
Dimes benefit dance at 9 o’clock in
the Gold room.
The dance terminates the tw oweek old March o f Dimes cam
paign. A1 Merriam’s band w ill
provide the music.
G roup C ollects $225

Julius Wuerthner, Great Falls,
chairman o f the campus drive, has
announced that $285 has been
turned in by living units, club^
and campus organizations. Not
included in this total are donations
sent to Missoula chapter head
quarters by campus groups.
Wuerthner, along with Mary
Lueck, Missoula, a polio victim,
and Vincent Wilson, certified
physical therapist and instructor
in health and physical education,
made a transcription which was
broadcast over station KGVO at
1:15 p.m. yesterday.
H alls Pledge

North,
South, Corbin,
and
Jumbo halls and the girls Co-op
house have pledged donations, but
they w ill not be presented until
Monday, Wuerthner said.
An incomplete list o f contribu
tors and places where money was
gathered are as follows: Rose
Bampton concert, $67.52; Delta
Gamma, $24; Delta Delta Delta,
$13.50; Alpha Phi, $15; “ M” club,
$15;. Sigma .Alpha Epsilon, $29;

Join the

MARCH
OF
DIMES
Sigma Chi, $35.25; Sigma Kappa,
$5; Kappa Alpha Theta, $15; Iron
Lung on display last Monday and
Tuesday, $17.43; Theta Chi, $11.70;
New hall, $30.40; and Masquers
club, $7.
A sizeable contribution is ex
pected from the Organized Inde
pendent Students and from the
basketball game between the
Sigma Chis and Phi Delts Tuesday
night! Tw o boxes placed in the
student store fountain and book
store have not been counted in the

total proceeds.

Yell Team, Picked
B y Traditions Board
Traditions board announced
the selection o f five students as
members of the yell team for
the following year. They are,
Helen Kelly, Missoula; Mar
garet Klingler, .Missoula; Pat
Payne, Billings; Gene Kallgren,
Butte; and Jim Palmershiem,
Billings.
The new members of the
Yell team w ill make their first
appearance as a complete group
with the present team members,
Shirley Robertson, Great Falls;
and Yell Queen Carolyn Kirk
wood, Missoula.
Miss Kirkwood stated yester
day that the contest for new
yells would be extended for
another week.
Students have been requested
by Traditions board to deposit
their new yells in the desig
nated box in the Business office
of the Student Union.

T hem e Is Set
F or Coed Ball
By A W S
“ Stairway to the Stars” w ill be
the theme o f the annual Co-ed
Ball to be given Feb. '22 in the
Gold room. Sale of tickets w ill
start Monday and w ill continue
for the ensuing two weeks or
until the allotted 500 have been
sold, said AW S Wednesday.
The topic of fire prevention
through the elimination or closer
regulation o f smoking within the
buildings was also discussed. Most
of the representatives o f the re
spective women’s organizations on
the campus felt that its total
elimination would be impossible.
The other principal objection
was the untidy appearance that
hundreds of cigarette butts strewn
along the sidewalks and on the
lawn would give to the campus.
The majority o f the representa
tives felt that if more and better
placed receptacles were provided
fire hazards from smoking would
be cut to a minimum. It was sug
gested that special rooms be set
aside for smoking. However, due
to the crowded conditions that
now prevail on the campus the use
of rooms for this purpose is im
possible.

‘Spur o f M om ent’
W ill B e Chosen
Saturday N ight
“ Spur of the Moment” w ill be
chosen during intermission of the
Bear Paw dance, Saturday night.
The dance will start immediately
after the Grizzly-Bobcat game,
in the Gold room o f the Student
Union, Chief Grizzly Dick Miller,
Butte, announced yesterday.
T h e c a n d i d a t e s are: Jane
Cheadle, Helena; Betty Lou Malunat, Glasgow; Kay Lally, Kalispell;
Marion McAllister, Poison; and
Mary Eleanor Redpath, Helena.
Male students at the dance w ill
vote for the “ Spur of the Moment.”
Tickets may be purchased from
any member o f Bear Paw, sopho
more men’s honorary.

Board Requests Bids
F or Associate Editor
Publications board yesterday
issued a call for bids for a Kaimin
associate editor, to serve the re
mainder of this quarter.
To be eligible, a person must
have had two quarters experience
on the Kaimin staff or one year’s
practical newspaper experience,
and have attended the University
at least two quarters including the
one in which he is selected.
Letters of application must be
submitted to the Student Union
business office not later than noon
Thursday, according to Chairman
Mary Morrow, Oak Park, 111.
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Tonight’s Game Starts at 8 ,
Saturday Contest at 7 :3 0 ;
Both W ill Be Broadcast
Doors at the Grizzly-Bobcat game open tonight at 7:15.
Tipoff time is 8 o’clock. Tom orrow ’s game w ill start at 7:30,
with the gym opening at 6:45.
Jack Hoon, assistant graduate manager of athletics, said
late yesterday afternoon that student tickets are no longer
“
—f available.

Davis W ill Attend
Inland Empire M eet
Kenneth P. Davis,, dean of the
forestry school, left today for Spo
kane where he w ill attend a meet
ing of the Inland Empire wood
products clinic.
The meeting will deal with the
development and utilization of
wood products. Inland Empire
states incfude Washington, Idaho
and Western Montana.
COMMUNITY CONCERT
SET FOR FEBRUARY
Feb. 13 and 14 are the dates for
the next Community Concert, C yrile Van Duser, Student Union
manager, announced yesterday.
The Whittmore and Lowe piano
duo w ill perform on both dates for
university students and Missoula
Community Concert members in
the Student Union.
The coming concert w ill be the
second in a four-concert series
schedule this winter.

Convo Speaker

.

Friday
4 p.m.— Matinee mixer, Gold
room.
5 p.m.— Masquers picture for
Sentinel, Eloise Knowles room.
8 p.m.— Bobcat-Grizzly game,
MSU gym.
BEAT THE BOBCATS !
9 p.m.— March o f Dimes dance,
Gold room.
Saturday
3 p.m.—Top-hat club, New hall.
7:30 p.m.— Bobcat-Grizly game,
MSU gym.
BEAT THE BOBCATS !
9 p.m.— Bear Paw dance, Gold
room.
Sunday
5:30 p.m.—LSA,
St. Paul’s
Lutheran church.
8 p m .— Hillel Foundation, Bit
terroot room.

He also reminded the student
body that the game tickets must
be accompanied b y ASMSU ac
tivity cards". About 1,800 students
are expected each night.
The Saturday night game, Hoon
pointed out, w ill start half an
hour earlier than the Friday game
because o f the radio broadcasts of
the games.
Tonight’s game w ill be rebroad
cast by station KGVO beginning
at 11:15 p m . Tomorrow’s game
w ill be broadcast directly, starting
at 7:30.
•
KGVO agreed to broadcast the
games as a public service when
Central board explained that only
half of the student body would
be able to attend the games. Only
225 non-student tickets were sold.
Halftime entertainment tonight'
w ill open the interfraternity song
contest, Howard Golder, Missoula,
Traditions, board chairman, an
nounced yesterday. Saturday the
intersorority contest w ill start.
Tonight the Sigma Phi Epsilon
group w il compete against Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. Tomorrow night’s
contestants are Sigma Kappa and
Delta Gamma.
For further details on the game
see page seven.

‘T op H at’ T hem e
O f N ew H a ll Dance

Dr. G. G. Sanders, authority on
Netherlands East Indies and for
mer press attache to the UN
Security Council’s Netherlands
delegate, scheduled to speak in
convocation this morning.

A “ top hat” theme w ill prevail at
New hall’s annual dance, given
each year during the BobcatGrizzly basketball series in Mis
soula. The “ Top Hat” club w ill be
open from 3 to 5 o’clock on Satur
day, Feb. 1, in New hall’s lounge.
Vivian Knudson, Camps Pass,
and Marguerite Raymond, Klein,
co-chairmen o f the social commit
tee, extend an invitation to all
studenfs. The Bobcat team has
been invited as guests of honor.
A1 Merriam’s orchestra w ill
furnish the dance music and re
freshments w ill be served.
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New Accrediting Group
Named for J Schools
By WALTER LARSON

The American Council on Education for Journalism is the
new accrediting organization for journalism schools, Dean
James L. C. Ford said recently, upon return from the annual
meeting of the American Association of Schools and Depart
ments of Journalism at Lexington, Ky.
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Letters to
The Editor . . .
(Editor’s note: In confor
mance with the Kaimin’s
policy of presenting replies to
letters to the editor as quickly
as possible, the manager of
the Student Store fountain
has been informed of the con
tents of R. L. Graham’s let
ter and has been given an
opportunity to reply in this
issue. Both letters follow-
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“ Until 1947, only one organiza-<*>
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act o f Congress,
March 8, 1879
tion has operated consistently
through the years as the accredit
...Arnold A. Rivin
EDITOR—___________ __ ________________ _______A—-A—
ing organization for .journalism
— Ray M. Lom as
BUSINESS M ANAGER_______________________ I
schools and departments. That one
........ Don Weston
MANAGING EDITOR._____________ .____ !______________
has been the AASDJ,” said Dean
BY “SHAG” MILLER
__— Jea n Bartley
NEWS EDITOR—- ____ ,____----------------------------------------Ford.
Jan. 28, 1947
____ V ic Reinemer
CAMPUS EDITOR_______ !________- ______ —____ ____ —J
Under that association, formed
Dear Editor:
..Paul A. Hawkins
SPORTS EDITOR___________________ ____ —— —
30 years ago, schools with certain
' Starting with this issue of the
It’s about time that the alleged
PHOTOGRAPHY_______ ______________M. A. (Dutch) Hedine, W allace M. Davis
standards in staffs, experience,
eating
establishment
in
the
Stu
SOCIETY___________ ______________ _______________________________ Kathy Koefod
laboratory facilities, and institu Kaimin this column will be de
tional location in ranking univer voted to several new purposes. dent Union is informed that the
sities or colleges, were admitted. The first is to acquaint, in some war is over. The sign gives one
the impression that the dinner
Thirty-four schools had been ac
manner, the MSU- student with hour is from 5:30 to 6:30. However Cooperation— The Keynote of Success
credited to date.
“MSU’s School of Journalism the general financial situation, the case boils down to being in
This week, several service organizations, in conjunction
was one of the charter members, both in the University and Asso the waiting line at 5:15 (unless with University officials, began a concerted campus better
you happen to hit your buddy’s
with six others, when the associa ciated Student funds.
»
table) if you desire to get some of ment campaign.
tion was formed in 1917,” Dean
Although every student has the all that’s slated lor you on the
Three basic purposes are behind this drive, and with a little
Ford explained.
right to inspect the various appro menu. For several weeks, I have
The responsibility for accredit priations, etc., many of them do
cooperation from all of us, it can be put across.
ing, until this year, lay in the not have the time to back up their avoided the 5:30 rush, only to be
First: The keep-off-the-lawn campaign, and this is really a
hands of the National Council on interest. So this column will at shorted somewhere. Tonite I am necessity. Everywhere we go on the campus, we see tracks
very
hungry,
as
I
have
not
eaten
Education for Journalism, a sub tempt to set itself up as an author
any (1) potatoes, (2) butter, (3) across the snow or across what remains of the grass. After
sidiary of the AA'SDJ. Dean Ford ity on such matters.
coffee, (4) pie. I could swear that one person has blazed a trail across some comer, others follow,
was recently re-elected a member
they were on the menu with the and soon the lawn is just a mass of trampled grass and mud.
of this council for a third term. He
served as chairman during the past
The second purpose: Recently spinach and salad (no soup!). I’m We have always been proud of our fine lawns, but if this
year.
many students have been writing no dietitian . . . but if the cook corner-cutting continues we’ll have nothing but beaten-down
In explaining the change-over, letters to the editor asking ques dropped one piece of meat in the
Dean Ford said that by 1944 it be tions and airing gripes about the pot at the same time she tossed grass next spring and summer.
The University has plans for adding sidewalks where they
came desirable for the AASDJ to various conditions .on the.campus, a potato in the oven, I figure that
turn over the accrediting responsi especially abopt student funds. The almost everybody would get a are needed. In the meantime, and even after, we can just as
bilities to a new group composed Kaimin1 editor, Arnie Rivin, has piece of meat . . . and maybe a easily stay off the lawns.
of representatives of journalism tried to answer as many of these potato.
The second part of the campaign is against careless smok
R. L. Graham, South Hall
schools and important publisher questions as he possibly could. He
P. S. They politely billed me at ing in buildings. Nearly all buildings have rules against smok
and editor associations. As a result gave up a great deal of time to
the American Council on Educa look up the answers to the $64 70c (since I had no dessert) — ing in hallways, and these rules have been violated more often
I’d go bankrupt if I had to pay than observed. Many buildings are old, and a fire at this time
tion for Journalism was organized jobs.
for all the things I didn’t get.
Five national publisher-editor
(or any time) would be disastrous. Smoking is permitted in
organizations — the A m e r i c a n
offices, lavatories, and certain other designated places con
Then
one
day
last
week
Arnie
Newspaper Publishers association,
began concentrating on various
taining proper receptacles for ashes and cigarette butts.
January 30, 1947
the National Editorial association,
things such as the birds and the Dear Editor:
Third, the parking situation. There are now hundreds of
the American Society of News
paper editors, the Inland Daily bees and how it is required that
I would like to reply to Mr. automobiles on the campus, and parking space is at a mini
Press association, and the Southern each student must spend a certain Ralph Graham’s letter about our mum. Parking is permitted on the oval, except for reserved
Newspaper Publishers association amount of time studying, prepar eating establishment. I am glad
spaces near Main hall and the end spaces at the entrance and
—each have one representative on ing assignments, and going to class. that he has brought up this ques
Arnie is now trying to devote
the new council. Five educators
tion as it affords me an oppor exit of the oval. No parking is permitted on Van Buren street
a little more time to his curricular
are elected by the membership of
tunity to answer him and other near the law building. Parking is also prohibited in the small
the AASDJ to represent the jour activities. So it all boils down to students who have “ griped” about oval near th e women’s gym.
this:
this
column
will
answer
all
nalism schools. Dean Ford was an
the Student Store this year. I
Parking places are provided near the library, along Maurice
your questions pertaining to Uni
ACEJ council member last year
know that it is a long way from avenue, and in the lot near the journalism building. By walk
versity
and
ASMSU
finances
At the present annual meet of
perfect, but we are doing the best
the AASDJ, the new council took whenever it can get the answer,
we can under extenuating circum ing a few extra yards, we can observe these rules, which were
o— O— o
over its responsibilities of accredit
stances. I think this shows more made for a purpose.
In the future, if you have any than ever why we need a new
ing journalism schools. T h e
If we all cooperate we can make this threefold drive a
AASDJ will continue its work in questions about the aforemen Student Union Building. This success. It’s well worth it.
research and education for jour tioned situations please drop me a COKE SHOP was designed only
line in care of the Kaimin office for fountain service and sand
nalism.
A fund of $25,000 to finance the and I will do my best from there. wiches when the building was de Tale of Woe— a g u e s t e d i t o r i a l
Also this column is willing to signed. Six weeks after its open
accrediting program was raised
The University’s need for funds with which to construct
from the Carnegie foundation, the listen to any gripes about the fi ing, the demand for food service
five publisher organizations previ nancial situation and will endeavor became so strong #that to accom adequate buildings and facilities on the campus was shown
ously mentioned, and the AASDJ, to print as many of these gripes modate the needs of campus people at last Sunday’s symphony concert. During the first half of
as the editor will give me space small meals were added to the the concert one music lover, evidently in physical agony,
Dean Ford explained.
Actual accrediting work will be for. So this column is now set up work in the COKE SHOP. Never
carried out by a committee of four to be a sort of information bureau has the Student Union been equip squirmed and fidgeted. At the intermission he rushed to the
journalism school members and or whatnot and is ready to listen— ped or had the room to feed people lobby looking wildly from side to side.
As the concertgoers emerged from the theater, the now per
three publisher-editor members and comment.
as we would like to do.
from the ACEJ. Dr. Earl English,
I would like Mr. Graham to spiring worrier whispered into the ears of several men. Each
The third purpose will be some come over and look at our kitchen time in answer to his query the man received a negative shake
member of the University pf Mis
souri journalism school staff, has what similar to last quarter, just and storage space, watch our cooks
been elected executive secretary a few hotes and comments on work and marvel how expertly of the head. Finally in desperation he burst through the door
of the special accrediting commit things in general around the cam they handle 350 lunches and 250 and hurdled the steps to the street below.
With maniacal laughter and inane gasping, he threw himself
dinners in this small kitchen. I
pus.
tee.
o— O—o
“All schools that want to apply
agree with Mr. Graham that he to the ground and fiendishly gulped muddy water from a pool
Now to work: In Thursday’s shouldn’t have been charged for at the curb. One word and a sigh escaped his mud-besmeared
for accrediting may do so,” Dean
issue of the Kaimin R. Dean Keith those potatoes. This was an error
Ford said.
There are two steps to the new wrote what amounted to an on the part of the waiter or wait lips—“Water.”
The last time he was seen he was sitting on the curb cursing
answer to Bette Mae Bays’ ques ress. If Mr. Graham wil come and
accrediting procedure:
1. Schools must fill out a de tions and comments on the Health see me personally I will see that the lack of fountains in our beautiful Student Union theater.
tailed report and return it to Dr. Service situation. I don’t want to he is properly refunded.
—Click Wright.
be facetious when I add my two
English by Feb. 15.
In regard to the butter and
2. A visitation committee—two bits worth, but in answer to Bette coffee I am sure that Mr. Graham
FORESTERS HEAR TALK
education members and one pub Mae’s statement claiming that she could have obtained these items if a meeting last September about
Paul H. Roberts, assistant re
feeding
the
student
he
asked
how
lisher or editor—will visit the did not receive full value for her he had had the patience to wait
schools applying for accrediting.
$4, a short research reveals that until more coffee was, made and many we could feed and I told him gional forester, spoke yesterday
The AASDJ schools, including Mrs. Bays and her family received butter cut. The cook prepared pie 300 at lunch and 150 to 200 at at a meeting of forestry Students
the MSU J school, will have to go approximately $48 worth of medi for 150 servings which is our ca night. We are now feeding 550 and faculty in Journalism 304.
“Western Land Policies” was the
through the same process as any cal care from the Health Service pacity and when that is put out at lunch (including the sandwich
we serve first come, first served shop on third floor) and 250 at text of his speech. Mr. Roberts is
other journalism departments ac last quarter.
When the pie is gone there is al dinner. I certainly feel that the the second in a series of speakers
crediting under the ACEJ.
A few comments: One ques ways cake and ice cream available Student Store is more than up to appear before the foresters.
“ The council plans to issue the
We are able to prepare only a holding its end in feeding the stu
first list of accredited journalism tion to the Athletic board of the
schools next January,” Dean Ford University of Idaho. Where is certain amount of food with our dents. I will always welcome any future, bring them to us and we
the Little Brown Stein? After limited space and equipment, and suggestions that the students may will do our best to explain or
stated.
all, you’ve had it for the past when we are out, we are out and have to improve the service and remedy them.
Jack F. Cuthbert, Mgr.,
there’s nothing we can do about food.
Don’t forget the Grizzly-Bobcat four years.
Student Store Fountain
If you have any beefs in the
it. When President McCain called
BEAT THE BOBCATS
game tonight.

Shag S e z . .
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Students Say
Occupation Is
Basic Test
German occupation constitutes
a testing ground for dominance of
East or West, both France and
Britain want the Ruhr, and the
United States policy needs clar
ification, four student speakers
agreed at the International Re
lations club Tuesday night.
“ Germans looked to the United
States for a plan to lead them out
of the darkness,” said Ralph Rees,
Missoula. It was not forthcoming,
he implied^ since one of the first
acts was to offer the Germans free
dom to form political parties, when
. what they actually needed was
food, clothing, heat, and shelter.
“ Russia’s complete control of
Eastern Prussia,” said John R olfson, Missoula, “ offers a good con
trast to United States policy. The
soviets have made their zone com
pletely self-sufficient in agricul
ture and partly in industry. Eighty
per cent of production o f the rich
lauds formerly cpntrolled by the
aristocratic Junkers now goes to
Russia.
^
“The difference in support of
their respective zones,” the speaker
said, ' “ is illustrated by the fact
that the United States now bears
50 per cent o f the total cost of
occupying all Germany. Russia
does not tax her people for the
cost o f occupation. ,
“ Nor does France spend any
money from home on Germany,”
according to Ray Berry, San Diego.
He termed the practices of French
occupation “ harsh and brutal.” As
serting that the calorie average
per person in the French area was
down to 900 a day, he said that
Germans here subsist on “ starva
tion level.”
“ Great Britain,” said Bruce
Toole, Missoula, “ treats her zone
in Germany like one of her col
onies.” He stated that Britain was
much more interested in hanging
on to the Ruhr as long as possible,
rather than re-educating the re
calcitrant Germans.

Two Assistants Added
To Social Science Staff
The addition of two assistants to
the staff of the Department o f So
cial Science has been announced
by the president’s office.
They are Carle F. O’Neil, K alispell, a graduate assistant in his
tory and political science, and W il
liam Boetticher, Melrose, assistant
in economics and sociology.
Mr. O’Neil, a veteran, was
graduated from Carleton college,
Northfield, Minn. Mr. Boetticher
r e c e iv e his degree’ last year from
Montana State Normal college at
Dilldn. While studying education,
he taught grade school in Dutton.
Y ob Like—

HAMBURGERS?
Order one or a bagful; w e’ll
bet you never tasted one better
PARK HOTEL CAFE

N ine Fam ilies
Occupy Hom es
Seven student-veterans and two
faculty members and their families
moved into the newly completed
strip houses on the MSU golf
course yesterday afternoon, Mrs.
Peggy T. Leigh, student housing
and employment director, an
nounced yesterday.
*
Mrs. Leigh said this brought the
total o f completed strip houses to
28, and it was thought that the
remaining 72 houses would be
ready for occupancy by the end
of winter quarter.
Lt. O. T. Bowland, new'assistant
professor of military science and
tactics, moved his family into one
of the three-bedroom units yes
terday, and Sgt. Everett H. Swann,
also of the university ROTC staff,
obtained another unit.
Student veterans who moved
into new strip homes with their
families yesterday were: James C.
Smith, Glendale, Calif.; C. W.
Paulsen, Hardy, Iowa; Don Landgren, Helena1
, Forbes Bottomly,
Helena; Kenneth Fath, Nennah,
Wis.; Joe Woodlief, Butte; and'
Donald Swanz, Harlowton.

Forestry W ives Meet
T o Organize Group
Twenty-three wives of MSU for
estry students met Jan. 22 at
the home of Mrs. Layton Jones to
organize and elect officers. Plans
were piade for guest speakers,
group discussions, pot luck dinners,
sewing and bridge.
A ll forestry wives are cordially
invited to join the group, Mrs.
Jones said.
Dates of the meetings, which
w ill be twice a month, w ill appear
in the Kaimin.

Students Join
Social Science
Organization
The American Academy of Po
litical and Social Sciences has ac
cepted for membership five stu
dents from Montana State Univer
sity. Dr. Robert T. Turner, instruc
tor o f history and politipal science,
recommended the students to the
academy, and announced their
notification of membership.
For a nominal fee the students
are eligible to join a coterie of
distinguished scholars and profes
sional men and women in the field
of social and political sciences.
Also, they receive a subscription
to the “Annals,” published periodi
cally by the academy.
Students admitted are Ray
Berry, San Diego, Calif.; J. W.
McCracken, Dillon; David C. Mar
tin, Missoula; William Mortson Jr.,
Oshkosh, Wis.; and C. Richard
Pedersen, Havre.
At basketball games, men w ill
sit on the north side and ends of
the gym, and the girls on the south
side. More pep and spirit at the
games is the object of this rule.—
Oregon State Barometer.
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Wonder what happens to ’em
there?
At MSC a girl received an orchid
as prize for the “ Most Unique”
New Year’s resolution, and we
quote, ” 1 resolve in 1947 not to
An annual income of $710,000 is needed if Montana is to talk while brushing my teeth.”

Severy W rites Fish and Game
Report for State Sportsmen

have a Fish and Game department which w ill meet its needs,
Dr. J..W. Severy, professor of botany, wrote in a report given
A KISS
statewide circulation among groups of sportsmen and cham
A kiss is a noun, because it is
common and proper.
bers of commerce.
^
“ The increased fishing and
hunting pressure upon Montana’s
wild life is so great that a forwardlooking work plan must be laid
BY J. C. BUSH
out for the future if Montana is
to preserve for its citizens the fish
R. J. Nelson, in Whitman college,
ing and hunting opportunities that
it has had in the past,” Severy Walla Walla, Wash., recently
said.
found.it necessary to advertise his
Sport Is Big Business
freedom.
Regarding Christmas
Fishing and hunting have be
marriage rumors, he states,' “ I put
come big business, he pointed out,
with a total annual business of nothing more binding around the
over two billion dollars in the girl than my arm.”
The women in Prentiss hall, at
United States. “ Anyone at all
acquainted with the amount of Walla Walla’s Whitman college,
money spent by fishermen and were startled late the other night
hunters in the state of Montana for at rumors of men in their midst.
gas, oil, fishing and hunting equip Investigation found Dick Weber
ment, ammunition, camping sup trussed in a sleepipg bag behind
plies, etc., w ill realize that fishing the main desk. The girls, in pa
and hunting are big business even jamas, finally got up enough
courage to release Pick, also in
in Montana.”
Declaring that it is easier to pajamas, and he was last seen run
maintain fish and game at a given ning like mad in. the general di
level than to restore the level after rection of the Beta house, dragging
a low point has been reached, Dr. his-torn sleeping bag, and leaving
Severy said, “ The citizens of the a trail of feathers. The girls finally
state of Montana should anticipate settled down again, but their main
the pressures which are developing worry was whether his bare feet
by seeing to it that funds are pro got cold!
Whitman college* biology stu
vided to maintain the work o f the
Fish and Game department at such dents gave Dr. Remple a surprise
a level as to give some assurance birthday party recently although
of holding our wildlife population it wasn’t his birthday. Reason:
against the pressures which are students were not there for tra
here and which are going to in ditional celebration during Christ
mas vacation.
crease still further.”
This one came up in the Los
Sales Increase
The total license sales for the Angeles Collegian. When asked
1944- 45 season were 156,068, thew hy he couldn’t recite, one stu
1945- 46 season, 180,216. Non-resident exclaimed he’d just gotten
dent big game licenses for the 1945 married. To which the prof re
season showed an increase of 125 plied to the class in general that
per cent over the 1944 season, non this particular excuse was only
resident bird licenses, 66.8 per good once a term!
The boys were chaffing the pert
cent, and non-resident 10-day
little flower, according to the
fishing licenses, 45.9 per cent.
More vacation periods with pay, Oregon State Barometer, about
longer
vacation
periods,
and setting up the Senior Ball com
shorter Work days and weeks are mittee as a task force. With flut
the factors which contributed to tering eyelids she squelched them
such a marked increase in the use with, “ Can I be a little dqstroyer?”
Oregon State college has re
of all recreational facilities, Dr.
ceived a supply of radioactive car
Severy stated.
bon for the study of organic re
actions from Oak Ridge, says the
Barometer.
MSC has the right idea. An arti
cle in the Exponent admonishes
that, “ All groups giving parties
must turn their chaperones into
the office of the Dean of Women
Two fraternity basketball teams three days before the ev en t. . . ”

“Jl Says H ere’

It is a pronoun, because -she
stands for it.
It is a verb, because it is either
active or passive.
It is an adverb, because it makes
an explanation.
It is a conjunction, because it
brings together and connects.
It is an interjection, because it
shows strong and sudden feeling.
It is a preposition, because it is
an object.
It is fun! Did you ever try it?
If parents could only realize how
they bore their children.— G. B.
Shaw.
“ I’m losing my punch,” said the
coed, as she hurriedly left the
cocktail party.
Hospital— Place where people
who are run down wind up.
Close a woman’s mouth and she
will, talk through her nose. It
never fails.
Peace: A period of cheating be
tween tw o wars.

Interfraternity
W ill Sponsor
Benefit Gam e

w ill play a benefit game for the
present polio drive on the campus,
it was decided when the Interfra
ternity council met Wednesday
evening.
Sigma Chi and Phi Dfelta Theta
teams w ill be matched for the
game to be played Tuesday, Jan.
4, according to Julius J. Wuerthner, Great Falls, who conducted
the meeting in the absence o f Dick
“ Shag” Miller, Butte.
The game w ill start at 7 p.m.
and w ill be played in the men’s
gym. A charge of 10 cents per per
son w ill be made and the proceeds
turned over to the March of Dimes,
Wuerthner explained. Each fra
ternity on the campus w ill also
conduct canvasses within their
houses to contribute 100 per cent
to the March o f Dimes.
The council agreed to have a
tuxedo exchange service among
the houses, set up on an informal
basis, and further discussion was
made to determine the advisability
of favors at future formals,
Wuerthner stated.
Not Canned . . .
Not Pre-cooked . . . ,
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Teen-age

SW EA TER S

5.90
Fine wools, closely knit
ted for a smoothy slip
over! Fits with utmost
com fort! Long sleeves.

For

Valentine’s Day
A ll Kinds o f Candy
ATTRACTIVE BOXES

P ALLAS C A N D Y
— NEXT TO WILMA THEATER —

Y outh for Christ R ally
G overnor’ s R oom , H o tel Florence

Saturday, February 1
8:00 p.m.
Hear Vernon Griggs, Popular Speaker

but FRESH SHRIMP
French fried

Viking Room — Park Hotel

— BALCONY—

GOOD MUSIC
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Bobcats Lead
In Series W ins

KAIMIN

Exchange Student

(continued from page one)

Grizzlies lost three of four games
that year.
Montana State did not have a
team in 1944 but returned in 1945
to down the Grizzlies three of four
times.
With enrollment soaring and
war veterans “loading” the squads,
the 1946 series took on a pre-war
flavor. The Cats once again cap
tured three of four from the Uni
versity, but only after a fight to
the finish.
Grizzlies Won East
MSC grabbed the first two, 66
to 51, and 64 to 57 in Bozeman. The
Aggies squeezed out another win,
63 to 59, to open the Missoula
half of the series. The Grizzlies
managed to regain some prestige
by winning the last game, 80 to 60.
The 80-point total was a new
record for the Grizzly-Bobcat
rivalry. The previous record was
held by the Cats with a 77-to-26
win in 1928.
On the sidelines of tonight’s
game will be a host of former Griz
zly and Bobcat stars, all hoping
for their alma mater to win. One
MSU alumnus, however, will be
cheering for the Bozeman school.
He is Clyde Carpenter ’32, now
head football coach at MSC.
Alums on Hand
On the Grizzly bench, “Jiggs”
Dahlberg ’25, Ed Chinske ’30, and
Naseby Rhinehart ’34 will have
memories of the days they played
against the Bobcats.
Other ex-Grizzlies who will be
among the spectators are Bill
Jones, Jim Brown, Gene Clawson,
Chuck Burgess, and A1 McKenzie,
to name a few.
For tonight’s game, Coach Dahl
berg will have every player he
used against the Cats last year,
plus a host of freshman players,
who have proven their worth in
earlier games this season.

Everything in Flowers!

Friday, January 31, 1947
PICS OF GRIDDERS
WILL BE RETAKEN
Retakes of individual pictures
of varsity football men will be
made in the men’s gym Tuesday
between 3 and 4 p.m.
The pictures will be published
in the Sentinel, and Betty Cuthbert, secretary of the athletic de
partment, asks that all varsity
footballers be there.

Four MSU debaters will com
pete in the Rocky Mountain speech
tournament at Denver university,
Feb. 13-15. Ed Philips, Sweetgrass; Arthur Arras, Cut Bank;
Allison Libra and Harris Hogan,
Missoula, will debate labor-man
agement issues in the three-day
contest.

G irl’s R ifle Team
To Organize

LOST: Black Eversharp CA ball
point pen, probably in Craig hall
or journalism bldg. Reward. Phone
3585. — 42

Montana State University will
organize a women’s rifle team
spring quarter, M/Sgt. J. D.
Swenty, ROTC rifle team coach,
announced yesterday.
Sergeant Swenty reported that
he had been named coach of the
proposed team and would lay plans
for its organization and a schedule
of matches.
He said, that a match has al
ready been accepted with the Uni
versity of Hawaii and challenges
would be sent to other teams for
matches.

FOUR WILL DEBATE

Hamburger King

D R IV E -IN
If you can’t get
in to the
Grizzly-Bobcat
games
Come in and try our
5c COFFEE

Bob

Dick

OPPOSITE N.P. DEPOT

W inter Driving Can be
Pleasant

Zairah Padilla looks up from her work long enough to face a
Kaimin camera. The Costa Rican exchange student studies,
teaches a Spanish class, and tells Missoula audiences all about
Costa Rica.

Padilla Brings G o o d W ill
Exchange
Student
from
Costa
Rica
Is
An Unofficial Ambassadress of Good Will
To Missoula Audiences

She’s not quite sure, but Zairah Padilla, Costa Rican ex
change student, believes she has spoken before at least 20
IMissoula audiences on her favorite subject—Costa Rica.

This may not set a record, but*®1---------------------------------—— --------it establishes Zairah, now in her again.”
\
GARDEN CITY
Miss Padilla has a degree from
second quarter of graduate work
at the University, as unofficial the University of Costa Rica as
FLORAL CO.
professor of primary education, in
“ ambassadress of good will."
Home Grown Flowers
“ The people have been very addition to a physical education
Last Longer
kind,” said Zairah. “ They seem degree from Wyoming, which she
very interested in what I have to attended for two years before com
PHONE 3345
say, and always invite me back ing to MSU. She plans to complete
work for her MA.. before returning
to Costa Rica.
Zairah also conducts a class in
GALS, FIT YOURSELF
Spanish literature. Last quarter
she taught first quarter Spanish
to a class of seven.
In
Miss Padilla has her eye on a
FRONTIER PANTS, JEANS and PLAID SHIRTS
position as supervisor of physical
From
education in some primary or sec
ondary school in Costa Rica.
There’s more emphasis on calis
thenics in Costa Rica’s physical
Men’s
education, she said, when asked to
Store
compare such training with that
of the United States.
“ Oh, yes, we stress posture, too,”
she added, automatically straight
ening her shoulders.
In the student directory, there’s
a Q listed as a middle initial in
Miss Padilla’s name. Actually it’s
no middle initial, but stands for
Quesada, her mother’s family
A fter the Grizzly-Bobcat
name which, according to Latin
American custom, is added after
the father’s name.
games, meet the gang in
Zairah lijtes hiking, skiing, and
other outdoor activities. She’s al
ready planning a trip to at least
one1national park before returning
the friendly atmosphere of
to Alajuela, her home town;
Some time before that she’d like
to learn more about dancing. She’s
thinking a b o u t learning the
rhumba.

FOR FORESTERS

MURRILLS

CORRECTION
On page 7 of certain copies of
this issue, the admission price of
the Spur of the Mpment dance is
listed as $1.30. Actual admission
price is $1.20, but bring the extra
dime anyway—-for the March of
Dimes.

Bring Your Car to Us
For a Mid-Winter Checkup

Stan Smart Service
TO W N T A L K C A FE
------- O PEN SU N D A Y S ------Deliveries Arranged for TAKE-OUT Orders
wv P p p jitn rp

-WaA F F L E S r SDouble
n tH Hamburger
f Gb RS"~
A
Any Time
with French Fries
735 South Higgins
Hours 7 a.m. - 1 a.m. Phone 4929

The Biggest Bargain
In Your Home

M/ V
m—
"vMm 9
Does
so Much!
— Costs so Little!
m

a

T H E M O N T A N A P O W E R CO.
Investor Owned

—

Business Managed

—

Tax Paying

Don’t Forget—

Today Is Friday
AND IT’S

College Night
AT THE

PENGUIN CLUB
East of Missoula
on Highway 10

Dancing Contests
Balloon Prizes
Table Prizes
NO ADMISSION

NO COVER CHARGE

1
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The Spurs Are Gonna Getcha
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Undaunted by freezing temperatures, this Spur toots her whistle
at a couple of lawn-walker-acrossers. It’s part of the “stay
on the sidewalk” campaign. Our advice: Stay on the walk.

M ontana Trounces Farm ers
B y 3 3 -2 5 Score—Back in *15

Referring to Toynbee as a fine
writer in the very finest English
tradition, Dr. Meadows said he
dealt with the origins, growth, and
breakdowns of civilization.
Selecting 26 separate cultures,
Toynbee divides his study into
four stages o f civilization: Gene
sis, Growth, Breakdown, and Dis
integration.
Two Principles Necessary
“Toynbee was anxious to show,”
Dr. Meadows pointed out, “ that
civilizations are made up of
species (as botanical species) com
posed of historical facts, and
thereby could be analyzed.”
Under the' stage of Genesis of
Civilization, Dr. Meadows said,
Toynbee postulated that two prin
ciples were necessary for the be
ginning of a civilization— racial
diversity and environmental di
versity. Each race is biologically
made up of many different con
tributing races, and this mixture
is necessary for existence and continuance of a civilization.
By environmental diversity, Dr.
Meadows said, Toynbee meant the
struggle o f society. Out of the
creative clash of conflicting groups
comes the birth of civilizations.
Some die, some are arrested, and
some grow.
Grow from New or Old Ground
“ Civilizations may grow from
the vestiges of the old, the speaker
told the audience, “ or they may
be formed from entirely new
ground after the extinction o f the
old.” Discussing Growth of Civili
zation, he called successful reponse to some challenge o f physi
cal environment the first step. He
used the Mayans as an example
of a challenge of environment de
stroying a civilization.
“ Toynbee,” according to Dr.

Back in the days when women “ Upperclassmen know only too
looked longingly at the ballot and well the effects of palpitating
men were becoming long-necked hearts with which they have
from peeping above fence-high awaited this tourney in previous
collars, Montana State University years. The freshmen have had but
took its basketball seriously. In a taste of what is in store for them
those days (1915, to be exact) a and that was at the Aggie football
game with the boys from Bozeman game last fall.”
was a national epic of the first
Intense, Spirit
order.
Said another Kaimin article:
“ The intense spirit of the Uni
“ Trained until they are in the
best o f condition, the University versity students over the Aggie
basketball team is waiting the on game tonight burst out at convoca
slaught o f the invading Farmers tion yesterday morning. The en
tonight,” said a Kaimin dated tire meeting ended up by being
Feb. 11, 1915. “ Two teams as nothing but a basketball rally, de
evenly matched as could h€—on spite the f get that one of the great
paper at any rate— are ready to est educators in the country was
mix, each confident of a hard scheduled to speak.”
. (The distinguished educator, a
earned victory.”
Somebody on the Kaimin staff Dr. Search o f California, waited
at that early date must have been patiently on the sidelines while
keenly sensitive to public feeling. cheerleaders held the floor. They
“ To discuss the Aggie game finally let himjsay a few words.)
would be useless,” the writer said. * Meanwhile, in Bozeman the
same scene was in progress. Col
lege students gathered to bolster
We like ours . . .
the spirits of the boys in blue, and
Young and tender
then hied themselves off to Mis
soula to witness the slaughter. As threats and promises at every stop
Southern Fried CHICKEN
the train rocked its w ay across between Missoula and Bozeman.
after 6 p.m.
Big Victory
Viking Room — Park Hotel country, Bozemanites looked to
the future and shouted their
Who would win— MSU or MSC?
After the smoke of battle had
cleared away, the Kaimin dug out
the headline type it had been sav
There is still time to make
ing for the “ Second Coming” and
arrangements for the
spread the news:
“ If You Want A Thing Hard
Perfect Valentine—
Enough, You Get It— 33 to 25.”
“ Playing a glorious game, every
Y ou r Portrait
one o f them, the University basket
ball team took the Montana State
By
college team completely off its
feet Thursday and trounced them,
R O B E R T M .C A T L IN
33 to 25. It was a splendid exhi
Artist and Photographer
bition staged by the best team that
ever represented Montana on the
basketball floor.
“ The untainted glory o f the v ic
tory almost makek the students
forget the numerous times the
scales have been reversed— such
was the victorious battle.”
It must have been a pretty good
game.
INSTRUCTORS TEACH
FOX-TROT ROUTINE
Steps of the fox-trot were
learned by the dancing class
Wednesday, in the Silver room,
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ceck,
forestry students, as instructors.
Mr. and Mrs. Ceck and Mrs. Vir
ginia Chapman w ill be permanent
instructors in ■the classes spon
sored by the Organized Indepen
dent »students.
There was no music Wednesday
night but music is promised for the
next session.

F or Fun!

If you’re looking for an eve
ning of fine entertainment and
relaxation— make
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Arnold Toynbee, O xford scholar and world historian, has
demonstrated his tremendous erudition in a six volume work
entitled “ A Study of History.” In the third lecture of the
social theory series, Dr. Paul Meadows, associate professor
of sociology, discussed Toynbee’s work Wednesday night in
Journalism 211 before students, faculty members, and towns
people.
®—
;------------------------ ----- --------
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Toynbee’s W o rk O n Civilization
Interpreted By Meadows
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Meadows’ interpretation, “ is sus
picious of a civilization that de
pends on geographical or imperial
istic expansion. Growth comes
rather from meeting challenges on
a gradation of intellectual pro
portions, improving mechanical
and social techniques, thus re
leasing people to grow on higher
levels.”
Trouble Preceeds Breakdown
“ The Breakdown stage of a civ
ilization comes when, ‘preceeded
by a time of trouble,’ the domihant
minority draws the sustenance and
force from creative minorities, and
strives for a Universal State. It
is the loss of the sensitive, strong,
creative individuals, not bound to
ties of the past, that are free to
meet the challenges o f new and
higher levels.”
Disintegration Slow Process
Disintegration is a slow process,
unfixed by time in Toynbee’s
treatise, Meadows said, that folflows loss af self-determination,
harmony, flexibility, and a sub
jugation to custom and habits. In
this stage of civilization, the stress
is on uniformity. Diversity is lost.
The intellectual minorities, the

Lone M SC Skier
Places Second
In B an ff M eet
Jack Davis, Butte, representing
Montana State college, took sec
ond place in the Western Intercol
legiate ski meet at Banff, Alberta,
Jan. 25 and 26.
The lone United States entry
placed next to the University o f
British Columbia with 289.8 points,
only 12 points less than the win
ning team.
Davis started a day of daredevil
skiing by schussing the entire
course of the steep Mount N orquay downhill run, clipping 23
seconds from the old record o f 69
second held jointly by Bud Gourlas of Banff and Peter Vajda,
coach o f the UBC team.
‘beings in but not of a society,’ find
themselves in an impossible and
unbearable situation in which, as
individuals, they can no longer
rise to the response of challenges
to civilization’s progress.

VOTE
for your

‘SPUR OF THE
M OMENT”
BEAR PAW DANCE
SATURDAY 9:30
AI Merriam’s Orchestra
$1.20 Couple — 75c Stag
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A genuine handsewn moccasin . . .

5.95
Not exactly as sketched.
“WHERE SMART FASHION IS LESS EXPENSIVE"

9

M O N T M A R T R E Cocktail Lounge

“ Just $300,000 more is needed
for the student union building,”
says the Daily Emerald, University
of Oregon.

220 NORTH HIGGINS
"MISSOULA'S FRIENDLY STORE FOR WOMEN'

I
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Urgent Need for Field House;
Present Gym Heavily Taxed
Fessenden Sgys Lack of Space Is Reason
For No All-Student Recreational Program;
Trackmen Must Delay Training Until Spring
BY WILLIAM BARBOUR
Kaimin Sports Staff Writer

There are a number of sound reasons expressing the need
for a new field house at Montana State University, but, ac
cording to Doug Fessenden, director of athletics, the most
crushing argument is for space and facilities to give the stu
dent body an all-inclusive recreation program through
athletics.
Varsity and junior varsity ac
tivities, physical education classes,
and intramural sports so heavily
tax the gym’s meager facilities that
the student who participates in
none of these is forced to remain
on the outside looking in (and
this week end he’ll be lucky just
to get a look in).
More Could be Active
The number of students partici
pating in organized athletics is
comparatively small, but the num
ber of students who would enjoy
and appreciate an occasional work
out or bit of relaxation through
physical exercise is large. A new
field house including facilities for
handball, volleyball, shuffleboard,
wrestling, boxing, badminton, and
tennis would satisfy the strong de
sire for such activities.
Even though the gymnasium is
now being used exclusively for or
ganized athletics it falls far short
of providing adequate accommoda
tions for even this. Students and
faculty members are showing a
strong concern over MSU’s major
athletic program. As it stands now
the program is in need of much
improvement. According to mem
bers of the athletic and physical
education departments, a vast
amount of improvement would
come with the erection of a new
field house.
Seating Capacity
j Jiggs Dahlberg and his basket
ball team are in the middle of the
current gripe-fest, and it isn’t an
enviable position. Students com
plain about a scanty and unattrac
tive basketball schedule. “ Why,”
they ask, “ aren’t bigger, better
and more interesting t e a m s
brought to Missoula?”
“The answer to that one is sim
ple,” says Jiggs. “ Bigger, better
and more interesting basketball
teams cost money, and a gymnas
ium that seats only 2,000 spectators
does not provide enough of that
money.” The coming Bobcat series,
which will be seen by fewer than
500 cash customers, adds strong
proof to Dahlberg’s theory. Ac
cording to Jiggs, a field house with
a minimum seating capacity of
5,000 would allow for a superior
home schedule.
Football Practice
Nor are the problems confined

FOR PROMPT
COURTEOUS SERVICE

Call 6 6 6 4
Deluxe Cabs
HEATED CABS
BONDED DRIVERS

to the basketball situation. Mis
soula’s weather is often responsible
for cancellation of football prac
tice. Last fall the team was kept
out of practice uniform from sev
eral days prior to the UCLA game
till the end of the season—almost
three complete weeks. Football is
a scientific and exacting game, and
as such demands constant work.
It is impossible to field a top team
without the benefit of daily prac
tice sessions. Probably no other
team in the.country worked under
such a handicap, a handicap that
could be eliminated with the build
ing of a new field house.
Track Is Hampered
Track and field men who expect
to participate in first class com
petition must keep in shape and
practice their events in and out
of season. Track is a year-around
proposition, but a year-around
program is impossible at Montana.
The oval in the gymnasium is suit
able for training a herd of racing
turtles, but not much more. And
there are absolutely no facilities
for practicing field events indoors.
The only salvation in sight for
baseball men is an unusually mild
spring, without which the players
will probably find themselves
rounding into shape in time for
only their last few games. Lack
of indoor courts constantly forces
the tennis squad into idleness.
Boxing, wrestling, and gymnastic
teams are impractical to maintain
without space for training and in
struction—and we don’t have that
space. Here again, a field house
would provide correction for these
faults.
More Problems
Routine problems, laid end to
end, would reach from Missoula to
Two Dot. Spectator accommoda
tions are limited and uncomfort
able. The athletic department
owns oceans of equipment and not
one issue room. Office space is
cramped and storage space is in
adequate. Nase Rhinehart’s train
ing room isn’t even a reasonable
facsimile of what a training room
ought to be. The roof leaks, light
ing and ventilation are poor, and
the plaster is falling. The laundry
simply is not equipped to handle
the amount of work that it is now
being forced to put out. Lockers,
showers, and dressing rooms for
coaches, instructors, and officials
are non-existant. And so on, and
on, and on, and on.
School Loses Athletes
Fessenden called the gymnasium
MSU’s worst advertisement for
incoming freshman athletes. Wit
ness the number of musclemen
who have transferred to other
schools in recent years purely be
cause of our lack of facilities.
Charles F. Hertler, director of
health and physical education, be
moans the fact that limited re-

Montana’s 1946-47 basketball squad, reading from left to right: back row, Vin Corwin, manager,
Rudy Collins, Timer Moses, Bob Cope, Dick Carstensen, Jiggs Dahlberg, coach; middle row, Tom
Setstad, Chuck Davis, Lou Rocheleau, John Cheek, John Eaheart, Jim Graham; front row, Don
Peterson, John Helding, Burt Thompson, Gus Nash, Bob Helding, and Bob Patton. Not present are
Ray Bauer and J. Dillon.
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F or University Ski le a m

. I Fernette, Los Angeles; and Otto
lost, Whitefish, were named as
j alternates and will probably tra-

' Ifaf&rwiT* Feb‘ 14and

Jack Hoon, assistant manager of athletics, has released th e:-----------— —— ----------------------schedule of tournaments that the University Ski team will}
enter this year.
These tournaments include the
following:
A meet at Pullman, Wash., Feb.
7 and 8, with Montana University,
Washington State college, Idaho
university, Gonzaga, and Whit
man college competing. This will
be a four-way meet with events
being slalom, downhill, cross
country, and jumping.
The northern division Pacific
Coast conference four-way meet
Feb. 14 and 15 at Martin, Wash.,
which is 40 miles from Seattle. All
schools in this conference will
compete.
A three-way state intercollegiate
meet to be held Feb. 28 and
March 1 at the Bear canyon run
near Bozeman. It is hoped the
sources and unlimited activities
combine to make an athleticsrecreation program impossible. His
department is anxious and willing
to foster such a program.
So the need is very definite; as
long as the University boasts a
small-time physical plant it can’t
expect to maintain a big-time
sports and athletics program. It
is estimated that approximately 90
per cent of the student body is in
terested in sports and athletics
either as spectators or participants.
Fessenden maintains that the only
way in which Montana can hope
to have a new field house is
through student insistence—insis
tence in the right direction.

School of Mines, Carroll college,
and Dillon Normal will enter
competition with the big two.
A list of team members has also
been released, with a brief ac
count of the skier’s past record.
George Savage, Somers, was
last year’s state slalom champion
and captain of the University ski
team. He has just returned from
Sun Valley, Ida., where he skied
on the state team in the Western
States Ski tournament.
Royal Johnson, Miles City, is a
fast developing slalom and down
hill skier. He has won several
meets at Butte and was top man
in the downhill race in team try
outs at Elkhora.
Denny Lodders, Butte, was in
the Tenth mountain division and
served as a ski instructor at Camp
Hale. He skied on the University
team in 1942.
Frank Kerr, Butte, won the city
slalom championship at Butte in
1945. He has done well in Northern
Rocky Mountain Ski association
tournaments.
“ Gub” Akey, Whitefish, placed
third in the slalom race at the Elkhorn team tryouts. He has placed
in several meets throughout the
state.
Edgar Thorsrud, Missoula, skied
on the University team in 1942
and was classified as a class A
skier at the NRMSA downhill and
slalom meet of that year.
Ward Fanning, Butte; Windsor
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Grizzlies Face Bobcats
Tonight in First Game
For State Championship
The high-flying Bpbcats from Montana State college arrived
today to defend their Montana championship tonight and
Saturday night against a rejuvenated Grizzly quintet that has'
won three o f its last four games.

S X , Phi Belts
Tie for First
In Tourney
j Sigma Chi and Phi Delta Theta
tied for first place in the intra
mural basketball t o u r n a m e n t
Wednesday night after outscoring
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Jumbo hall,
respectively, 49 to 26, and 33 to 18.
Sigma Chi and Phi Delta Theta
have each won four games with
no losses.
The Sigma Chis, sparked by Far
rington who looped in eight points
in the first half, took an early lead
over the scrappy Phi Delta Theta
five. The, winn.ers led at the half,
26 to 11.
The second half got off to a fast
start as Schwab connected for the
Sigma Chis, followed by Brown
who whipped in two points for
the losers. Schwab, Campbell and
Leinart added three quick baskets
before Brown again found the
range for Sigma Phi Epsilon.
A last-period rally led by ag
gressive Harkins and long shots
by Hunter, brought the Sigma
Chis an easy 15-point victory at
the final whistle.
Phi Delts Bally to Victory
Phi Delta Theta exploded a
third quarter attack spirited by
John Eaheart to swamp Jumbo
hall, 33 to 18, in the second game
played Thursday evening.
Both teams got off to a slow
start and had trouble finding the
bucket. Tall Daws and Pheffer
dominated both backboards for
Jumbo, but were unable to score
consistently. The half ended with
Jumbo leading, 8 to 6.
The Phi Delts stepped up their
fast break in the second half and
were able to penetrate the tight
Jumbo zone defense. The lead
changed hands often until the Phi
Delts pulled away with a sizzling
rally. The winners scored 12 points
in the last four minutes of play.
Eaheart scored 11 for Phi Delta
Theta; Daws totaled nine for the
losers.
Intramural basketball standings
Thursday:
Team—
W L
Sigma Chi _____ __ ______ 4
0
Phi Delta Theta ........ .......... 4
0
Sigma Nu .....
........ .... ..... 3
l
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ._____ 3
1
Phi Sigma Kappa
.......... 3
1
1
South hall .
3
Independents _______ ___ .. 1
3
1 ;3
Corbin h a ll___..
1
Jumbo hall r . ____
3
Foresters___ ___ .... ____ 1
3
Sigma Phi Epsilon ....
0
4
Theta Chi .... .y**__ ___ __ __ . 0
4

Coach Jiggs Dahlberg said today
that the Grizzlies were “ all set”
and indicated that he was looking
forward to two close games. “ If
we can get an even break on the
backboards and maintain our drive
and hustle we should win,” he said.
Starting Lineups
Starting lineups for both teams
tonight w ill be, Montana: Davis
and Rocheleau at forwards; Carstensen, center; Moses and Cheek
at guards. Montana State.: Brown
and, DeTonancour, f o r w a r d s ;
Gordon, center; and Kuka and
Stachwick at guards.
Dahlberg has drilled the Griz
zlies on individual defense this
week in preparation for the fast
breaking Bobcats. He said that
Chuck Davis and Tom Selstad have
shown considerable improvement
ahd that Bob Cope’s ankle had
mended, and the tall ex-high
school .star could expect to see
action soon.
Bobcats Win 17
The visitors have won 17 con
tests and lost 8, including losses
to Utah, Wyoming, Utah State,
Kansas State, and Iowa on a
Christmas vacation tour. Since that
time, the college has won seven of
its last eight games, losing an over
time thriller to Colorado State by
a 55-to-51 count.
Eastern Washington college is
the only club to face both the B ob
cats and the Grizzlies this season.
EWC dropped the Grizzlies twice
in Cheney while MSC stopped the
Savages both games at Bozeman,
49 to 45 and 56 to 54.
Four MSC Stars
The Bobcats w ill floor a team
o f ex-high school stars, including
Ray Kuka, former Notre Dame
cageman and star of the Havre
Blue Ponies ip 1939-40; Boyd De
Tonancour, former A n a c o n d a
player and the Cat’s leading scorer
for three years; Glenn Gordon, ano t h e r H a v r e all-stater; and
“ Jumpin’ Joe” Kelly, three time
all stater from Butte Central.
Game time is slated for 8 p.m.
in the University gym. Referees
will be Ray Gallant and John
Good, Butte.
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C a lcu la tio n s
BY PAUL HAWKINS
The main thing on the agenda
right now is beat the Bobcats.
Some of the downtown quarter
backs are placing the,ir bets on the
farmers and some of the margins
Have been running up to 10 points.
In past years the same situation
has existed. A casual browse
through -the Kaimin files revehls
many an upset. And the Grizzlies
have had the muzzle slipped on
them occasionally too. With the
clothing situation bad as it is, we
shouldn’t wish anyone the em
barrassment of losing their pants,
but it will be a pleasure to MSU
fans i f some of the would-be
moneymakers do,
* * *
Under PCC rules, which Mon
tana adheres to at all times, many
Kof the Bobcat players would be
ineligible. Four players* on their
team have either failed to make
passing grades at a University or
have played at other schools be
fore coming to the Cow College.
Ordinarily, before becoming eli
gible, an athlete must complete
one year of schooling at the col
lege t o . which he transfers. If
Montana and Montana State com
pete year after year with such
heated rivalry, the true competi
tive spirit should and would im
prove if an agreement could be
reached between the tw o institu
tions regarding eligibility rules
and relations.
*

*

The addition of First Sgt. Ever
ett J. Allen to the ROTC staff was
announced yesterday by the m ili
tary science department.
Sergeant Allen, a native of Cor
bin, Ky., has had 20 years of army
service, During the war he was
first sergeant of Headquarters
company, Fourth Infantry regi
ment, and served in the north and
south Pacific.
Before his assignment here,
Allen was an instructor on the in
fantry school’s small arms commit
tee at Fort Benning, Ga.
the University gym. The intra
mural league play offers a lot of
excitement so set aside one milk
or beer over the week end and
help some kid to play basketball
some day.

H E Y JOE . . .
Y ou Choose the

“ Spur of the Moment”
A t the Bear Paw Dance

S A T U R D A Y N IG H T
GOLD ROOM, AFTER THE GAME

*

A special note should be taken
o f the article written by Bill Bar
bour o f the sports staff. The pressent situation regarding a field
house has been surveyed from
many angles. It all leads up to
one results—a new field house. Our
gym is small and depleted and
eventually a> new one w ill have to
be erected. There is no time like
the present.
The last night to contribute to
the polio fund w ill be Tuesday
night when the Phi Delts and the
Sigs play off for first place in

$1.30 COUPLJE —

75c STAG

Ski Enthusiasts

LOST— Jan. 21, near Student
Union, large pin, keepsake, T b Form Patrol
black letters PEO on gold, “ Mary
All ski enthusiasts interested in
George” engraved on back. Re forming a national ski patrol will
ward. Notify Miss Van Duser at meet tonight at 8 in room 108 of
Student Union.
40-41-42 the Chemistry-Pharmacy building,
T Y P I N G S E R V I C E : Thesis, Bill Tremper, Missoula, president
themes, stories, $'.60 per 1,000 of the Ski club, announced yester
words ($.50 over 10,000). Phone day.
Tremper said all club members
2710. H. L. Anderson. 38-43.
and the general public are invited
BORED by the usual? Look for to attend the meeting. A1 Fried
something exciting, different at rich, Missoula Ski club, w ho is
the Mardi Gras-—next month.' adv. chairman of the newly-created ski
39-41
patrol committee, w ill give a re
port of his group’s activities and
Entertainment This W eek End at the
also a description of the ski patrol
and its functions.
The patrol w ill be qualified
under standards of the national ski
ENDS FRID A Y
patrol, Tremper said, With all
STARTS SATURDA1
members of the body to be capable
n = r ”T
.S ” 61enn
Janet
- The picture you’ve
and safe skiers and proficient in
been waiting for!
first-aid. Classes as authorized by
the Red Cross and the National
lAWONUOrS i
Ski Patrol are being planned, ac
cording to Tremper.
Motion pictures of elementary
and intermediate skiing and ski
first-aid methods w ill also be a
part of the meeting, Tremper said.
A report w ill be given on a ski
survey made last week end in the
NOTE: There is a special allLolo forest area. The scouting trips
cartoon, screen vodvil show
are sponsored by the Missoula Ski
.at Roxy Saturday midnight.
A great picture!
club to select an improved ski area
for Missoula.

W IL M A

jL Ai V - # FORD-BLAIR

Pattee canyon ski run w ill be
open this week end for all inter
ested skiers, according to Layton
Jones, secretary and treasurer of
the Pattee Canyon Ski club.
Saturday the tow w ill operate
from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., while
Sunday it w ill run from 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Excellent skiing is predicted,
and late snow w ill keep the run in
shape. Refreshments w i l l b e
served.

*

Get behind the team tonight and
yell. The boys have practiced hard
this week and w ill play hard. If
misplays occur, and they are bound
to among the best teams, don’t
ridicule the players. They are
doing their best to spearhead
them on.
*

PATTEE SNOW RUN
READY FOR SKIERS

Sgt. E . J. Allen
Joins R O T C Staff

Sportscope

*

Page Seven

Youre the
m a n most
likely to

Succeed

...in

You’re head and shoulders above the
crowd when you appear in a Van Heusen
Sport Shirt. Van Heusen Sport Shirt
collars are styled and tailored to look
right, fit right, with or without a tie—
keep you trim and comfortable wherever
you go. Magic sewmanship and
laboratory-tested fabrics give you tops in
rugged wear. Tailored in bright colors
and patterns, to fit and flatter your torso!
Graduate to Van Heusen today!
Phillips-Jones Corp., New York 1, N. Y.

Van Heusen sport shirts

Made by the makers of Van Heusen Shirts, Ties, Pajamas, Collars, Sport Shirts
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Prized Relics
Contributed
By Pioneers

son.
Profusely illustrated, the publi
cation depicts wild west life
among the Indians, miners and
ranchers of the day, and the

language is couched in the nostal
gic and genteel words confined to
the age of Victorian stays.
The Indian skull sent to Mrs.
Ferguson by A1 Sletton of Ana

BY CYRIL MOLLOY
Latest contributions to the Mu
seum of Northwest History, Mrs.
Mary E. Ferguson, assistant direc
tor, relates, are three old books,
donated by Will Cave of Missoula,
and an Indian skull given by A1
Sletton, Anaconda.
Mr. Cave, one of the oldest liv
ing pioneers in Western Montana,
used two of the books offered to
the collection in his own schoolday studies. One of them, formid
ably titled “ First Lessons in Eng
lish Grammar,” has thick blue
paper covers, and is a little smaller
in size than the currently popular
pocket book magazines.
Edition of 1874
Published in Chicago by a firm
we strongly suspect has long since
gone out of business, the fly leaf
bears the signature of the original
owner, Willie Hackleman, dated
April 21, 1874. Mrs. Ferguson re
minded us that was 15 years before
Montana became a state.
Another school book, “Barnes’
Complete Geography,” is the large,
clothbound, traditional size of
geography books since time im
memorial. Atop its brown, ink
stained cover appears the printed
legend, “ Edition for Montana.”
Publishers were the American
Book company, in 1885.
Interesting as its contents may
be, one can hardly escape the fas
cination of its scribbled notations
and doodles in crayon and pencil.
Perhaps the gem of the collection
is a paper-bound copy called “ The
Wide World Magazine.” Played up
in graphic halftones of blue on
its outer cover is a cowboy scene
illustrating the feature, “A Mon
tana Episode.” The International
News company published this
smooth paper edition in 1910. The
“Episode” occurred in 1890- in the
region of the Little Rockies, and
was written by Laurence J. Nicol-

Carleton Predicts
Big Teacher Crop
Montana State University will
produce 61 high school teachers
this year, an increase of 37 over
last year, according to Linus J.
Carleton, associate professor of
education.
This number includes 11 cadets
who trained last quarter; 18 cadets
now in training; "and 27 who have
applied for cadet training in the
spring quarter.' Five students
whose cadet training was com
pleted prior to this year are also
listed.

conda was donated after an ex
change of correspondence in which
the owner implied he had read of
the repository and wanted to make
sure his treasured relic would be

ip safe keeping. The skull, over
a hundred years old, was found on
the battle ground of an old Indian
fight, on the Pryor Indian reser
vation.

WITH THE TOP STARS OP
HOLLYWOOD, CHESTERFIELD
BY FAR THE FAVORIT1
CIGARETTE

STAIIIII II

Warner Bros. Production

“ NORA PRENTISS”

Emblen Speaks
At Dixon
“ Small business lacks the expert
managerial advice it needs,” Dr.
J. Emblen, business administration
professor, stated Wednesday even
ing during a talk to Dixon towns
people.
Dr. Emblen’s talk concerned
small business and small business
problems. He pointed out that big
business managers were sur
rounded with a staff of men who
were expects in their own fields. *
“Another lack of small business
is an adequate accounting system.
Small business men often lose
track of their costs and do not
know, until it is too late, whether
their business is paying or not,”
said Dr. Emblen.
Dr. Emblen pointed out that be
fore a business project is started
a study for the demand of the
product or service must be con
ducted.
“ A town, such as Dixon, would
profit most from tourist trade or
from the manufacture of fabri
cated wood products such as pine
boxes or furniture,” Emblen said.
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Bozeman, Montana, January 31, 1947

By Harold Young
if

“ Beat Those Grizzlies” ' is th e^
drawl o f the Aggie student body
as they begin making medicine Exponent Editor
(or is it corn likker) for the annual
hoop series between the ever v i Resigns to Take
cious Silvertips of MSU and the
Caged Cats o f MSC. Hopes for a Job on Kaim in
Farmer victory run high, and Chief
Ruth Dobler, Exponent editor,
Haystacker Maury Guay says, “ We today submitted her resignation as
will win and uphold the honor of the top woman of the newspaper
Alpha Falfa.”
and announced that she would
leave immediately for Missoula,
Our athlete Of the week award where she has an offer with the
goes to Zales Ecton, Jr., who holds Montana Kaimin at the State Uni
the dubious distinction of getting versity.
Although Miss Dobler w ill not
the most sleep o f any band mem
ber on the San Diego trip to the be editor of the Kaimin, her salary
Harbor Bowl game. He w ill receive ($200 per month) w ill be greater
this award, donated’ by the Down than what she now makes guid
town Haystackers Club, next ing the destinies of the Exponent.
Word from the University indi
Sunday 'at the clubhouse in the
south 40 of the northeast quarter. cated that Miss Dobler would be
employed by the Kaimin as a copy
This corner proposes another girl.
She attended the University dur
award to Alpha Zeta (Ag Honor
ing last summer quarter, and it is
ary) Mag Running, who, as head
believed that she then conspired
of the newly organized pep club,
proposes to “ arouse the stoics of with Kaimin staff members to ob
MSC.” Anyway, the stoics should tain her new job.
This leaves the Exponent in sad
be impervious to defeat. I didn’t
know you could be a stoic and a shape.
man of the soil, but live and learn.
- The latest rumor is that Boyd
DeTonancour and Ray Kuka, the
two mainstays of the Hoopcats,
have been dropped from the squad
due to scholastic difficulties. It
seems that they flunked practical
quizzes in Plowing II and Theory
of Cow Milking.
Glenn Gordon, Cagecat center,
is expected to star in the coming
series, if he is able to attend prac
tice sessions this week. Glenn’s
Harem, as his fan club is called,
takes all of his time with modelling
t and speaking engagements. He
makes Operations Crossroads look
Js£e small potatoes, but then only
an Aggie could make bigger spuds.
A new seating arrangement w ill
be used when the Grizzlies play
here. A ll persons whose main crop
begins with a letter from Apple
to Potato w ill go to the first game.
The remainder from Quince on
w ill go the final night. Spuds w ill
be called potatoes under this sys
tem, so don’t try to go both nights.
If one of “ Brick” Bredeen’s
players wants to plant another
crop, he might try transplanting
some of his hair into “ Brick’s”
dome, But if you think Worry has
bothered him, just look at Max
Worthington.
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Renne Quits;
Takes Better
O ffer at MSU

Volum e X L V I, N o .42

Varsity Hoopsters
Threaten to Quit
If Pay Not Upped

Dr. R. R. Renne, President of
Montana State College, today
turned in his resignation to Chan
Montana State College’s basketball team is in danger of
cellor George A. Selke.
collapsing as varsity Bobcats threatened to strike in the face
“ I’m getting a better offer from of tonight’s game with the University Grizzlies.
Montana State University,” Dr. ------------------ ------------------- ---------------€> Spokesmen for five first string
Renne told an Exponent reporter.
players said that scholarship de
(con tinued fro m last colum n)
mands have not been met by col
Dr. Renne did not divulge his
lege officials, and that if new,
salary at Missoula or what his
signed scholarships, calling for
position there would involve.
$20 increases, are not granted, the
However, reliable sources on the
men will remain on the bench, re
MSC campus had it that Renne
fusing to play.
would accept a position as assistant
College heads refused to com
in home economics at the Univer
ment.
sity, and that his salary would ap
“ Coach Fessenden and the o f
proximate $60,000 per year. While
ficials at Missoula haVfe reportedly
not much money at first, he has a
offered the boys $125 a month, and
chance of becoming an instructor,
it appears that they w ill accept
with a corresponding raise of
the offer unless an equal one is
$5,000 per year.
granted by college authorities,”
“ After all,” said Dr. Renne to
Brick Bredeen, head basketball
day, “ look at the figures. Living
coach, told an Exponent reporter
costs have risen 35 per cent in the
yesterday.
past year, while our income has
“ There’s nothing I can do; it’s
been upped only 20 per cent. The
out o f my hands.”
University’s offer looks perfectly
Team Captain Boyd Detonanlegal to me, and it means more
cour told the reporter that with
money.”
living conditions as they now are,
DOLAN TO BECOME
he did not feel that he or his boys
SOCIAL CALENDAR . . .
MSU SPARRING PARTNER
could subsist on their present in
Monday, Square dance
Pat Dolan, graduate manager,
come.
wrestling coach, swimming coach,
Tuesday, Hoedown
CLYDE CARPENTER
“ After all,” he said, “ look at
Wednesday, Cornhusking bee
and bus boy at the training table,
the figures. Living costs have
Thursday, spelling bee
h a s' resigned his position(s) at
risen 35 per cent in the past year,
Friday, bumble bee
MSC to become a $1 per minute
while our income has been upped
Saturday, basket social
sparring partner for Montana State
only 20 per cent. Fessenden’s offer
Sunday, bamraising
University’s brawny boxing team.
looks perfectly legal to me, and
Monday, barn dance
“ So what if I do get my nose
it means more money.”
Tuesday, Hayshaker’s Hop
pasted in a few times,” said Dolan.
Tom Stachwick and Ray Kuka,
Wednesday, Hopskotch contest
“ Look at the figures.”
varsity guards, said they had con
sidered the offer for. a long time
Clyde Carpenter, coach of the before reaching a decision.
“ If w e don’t have the signed
battered Bobcats, turned in his
resignation today and announced scholarships by tonight, w e don’t
that he had accepted a position as play,” said Stachwick. “ As a
water boy with the Grizzlies at matter of fact, there’s a possibility
we may substitute on the Grizzly
Montana State University.
--------------- -------------------------------------- S> The Associated Students of
Carpenter’s announcement came bench.
Montana State college must now on the heels- of countless other
“ W e’re going over to the gym,
elect a new president, as Prexy resignations today, as the entire and w e’ll be ready to play, but it
Maurice Guay has resigned to. be staff of the college, it seems, is all depends on the school officials.
If they want us, they’ll have to
come a non-voting delegate to moving to Missoula for higher
pay us more.”
wages.
Montana State University’s student
Kuka, one of the top Bobcat
Ever since last fall, when the
governing body, Central board.
scorers and a recent transfer from
While the new position pays only big bad Grizzlies trounced Carp’s
Notre Dame, refused to add to
twice what Guay now receives, he favored felines, the coach has been
Stachwick’s statement, but ap
Resignation of Drama Depart
said today that the added prestige lying awake nights worrying. parently he w ill follow the leader
ment Head Sanford Wheeler came of being a student at MSU made Finally, he decided to pack up and
go back to his Alma Mater (he’s an ship of his teammates in this
as a shock to stage-minded Bob it worth while.
matter.
Guay, it w ill be recalled, was MSI) man) in spite of the fact
cats, as Wheeler accepted a posi
that they’re only offering him
the
person
w
ho
instigated
the
vantion with the Montana Masquers
This Is a Bull
dalous painting of the University $40,000 per year. (This is $10 per
o f MSU.
campus last fall before MSC’s year more than he gets now.)
Ever since Wheeler producedhumiliating football defeat to a
“Low Man on a Totem Pole,” “ The
DEAN OF WOMEN TAKES
superior Grizzly eleven.
Zebra Derby,” and “Life in a
MISSOULA STENO JOB
Putty Knife Factory” (all uncen
The office of Ex-President R. R.
sored versions), he has been the
Renne (he resigned today) has an
most popular instructor on the
nounced the resignation of Dean
campus.
of Women Mrs. E. C. Harrison.
A number of years ago, Wheeler
Mrs. Harrison will journey Misproduced
“ The Bells of St.
soulaward immediately to take up
Mary’s,” 1 “ Going My Way,” and
her new duties (at $400 per w eek)
“ Song of Bernadette,” all in one
as stenographer to the secretary of
quarter, and the theater was, for
student housing and employment
two years thereafter, used as a
at MSU.
chapel for the College. •
“ Girls at Montana State have
Wheeler’s salary, won’t be much,
reached the peak of perfection,”
but he said today that he would
Mrs. Harrison said, “ and they no
welcome a breath of fresh air. He’s
longer need a dean. Besides, look
no agronomist.
‘v
at the figures . . . ”
(continued in next colum n)

Carp Nixes
Cat Coaching
Staff

ASMSC Prexy Resigns;
MSU Makes Better Offer
Drama Coach
Gets Break
A t Last
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M Club Prexy
Leads Migrati
on To Missoula

Jones Is the Name!
By a strange coincidence,
the names of the two leaders
of the Intecollegiate Knights
on the campuses of Montana
State University and our il
lustrious Montana State Col
lege, are similar.
Bob Miller is Duke of the
Fangs here at MSC, while
Dick Miller is Chief Grizzly
of the Bear Paw chapter at
the University.
Latest reports from Mon
tana State University state,
however, that Dick Miller has
changed his name to Jones.

Today’s resignation of Mike
McCormick as M club president
would have meant the election of
a new president but for one thing:
The rest of the M club also with
drew from school.
McCormick and the ■entire M
club have left MSC to enroll at
Montana State University, where
they have been offered positions
as assistant managers, water boys,
and scorekeepers at salaries of
$149.50 each per month.
“After all,” said the VM club Johnny Moorhead had anything to
members in unison.' “Look at the do with the decision or not, but the
University publication did offer
figures.” Long low whistle. '
her $400 per quarter as ad chaser,
and that might have affected her
choice.
Miss Anderson’s announcement
came as somewhat of a surprise, as
most Bobcats had considered' her
a life-long loyal supporter of the
State College. Funny what money
Gladys “ Hap” Anderson, editor will do.
“After all,” said Miss Anderson,
of the 1947 Montanan, Bobcat
yearbook, has resigned her position “look at the figures (not mine).
and withdrawn from school to ac Living costs have risen 35 per cent
cept an ad-chaser’s job with the in the past year, while our incomes
Sentinel, yearbook at Montana have been upped only 20 per cent.
The Sentinel’s offer looks per
State University.
It was not known whether Miss fectly legal to me, and it means
Anderson’s recent goings-on with; more money.”

Montanan Editor
Takes Powder for
Sentinel Soft Job

HAYSTACKER’S BALL
TONIGHT AT BARN
All Aggie students and their
dates, if they can get any, are
cordially invited to attend the an
nual Haystackers ball in the Hay
loft of the school of dairy prac
tices’ barn.
In order to maintain safety of
life and limb for all those attend
ing, the students are requested to
comply with the following sugges
tions from student government
leaders:
Montana State College students
are requested to wipe their shoes
and check their manure forks at
the door before going into the ball
.room, Bob Miller, Duke of the
Fangs and chief Square Dance
caller said today.
“At our last gala social event,
the Slide-rule shuffle, sponsored
by the Engineer’s Idle Hour club,
several students received injuries
brought about by bearers of the
four-pronged fork,” Miller said.
“ The injuries stemmed out of
an argument between two Ag stu
dents as to who could pile manure
the highest with their fork. One
word led to another and finally
when one Aggie said he was so
mad he could—he could crush a
grape—the fight started.
The dance will Start tonight im
mediately after the Livestock show
in the Pavilion. Price of admission
will be a bale of hay and music
will be provided by Luke Zoot
and his Hired Hayhands.

Dean Klemme
Leaves College
For MSU
The resignation of H. G. Klemme
as Dean of Men was announced
today, as Mr. Klemme accepted a
position, at twice the salary, as
office boy in the dean’s office at
Montana State University, Mis
soula.
“After all,” said Dean Klemme,
“look at the figures. Living costs
have risen 35 per cent in the past
year, while our income has been
upped only 20 per cent. The Uni
versity’s offer looks perfectly legal
to me, and it means more money.”
As yet, nobody has been named
to take Klemme’s place, because
this appointment must come from
the President’s office, and Presi
dent R. R. Renne also resigned
today, to accept a job as home eco
nomics assistant at the University.
FANGS DROP SCHOOL
TO TRANSFER TO MSU
The entire Fang chapter of In
tercollegiate Knights has with
drawn from school in order to
transfer to the State University at
Missoula, the Exponent learned
today.
It is understood that each Fang
will become a member of MSU’s
peppy Bear Paw chapter. Fang
President Miller stated today that

Awful Fleas
Grab Mycee
For Housema
Marie Mycee has resigned as so
ciety editor of the Exponent to ac
cept a job as housemother of the
Awful Flea house at Montana State
University.
Miss Mycee, who has been Ex
ponent society editor for the past
sixteen years, decided it was time
she graduated. As such a thing is
impossible at Montana State Col
lege, she decided to take the Mis
soula job (at $6,500 per year) and
get her education at the same
time'.
“ After all,” said Miss Mycee,
“look at the figures. More money,
more (and better) men, and a
real education.”
he and his men would be glad to
swap their blue and gold insignia
for the more beautiful copper, sil
ver, and gold knight heads worn by
MSU Bear Paws.
Oh, yes, the Fangs will each re
ceive $60 per month for attending
the University.
“After all,” said the Fangs,
“look at the figures. The girls at
MSU have ’em.”
UGGA UGGA BOO
UGGA BOO BOO UGGA!
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